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Synopsis simple, easily understandable explanation of machine re-
actances was given by Shildneck in an article,'2 "Syn-

This educational paper presents fundamental concepts chronous Machine Reactances-A Fundamental and
of synchronous machine reactances in a form suitable for Physical Viewpoint." This paper presents a viewpoint
college seniors and recent graduates. Part I builds up the similar to that presented by Shildneck, and a number of
"physical concepts" of flux linkage and inductance, part others all of which have been found advantageous in the
II applies the concepts to synchronous machines, develop- advanced course in engineering'4 of the General Electric
ing a physical picture of machine reactances. Part III Company in the study of synchronous-machine theory.
starts with the fundamental circuit differential equations In the design and analysis of electrical machines, the
of a machine and obtains expressions for the reactances in engineer may or may not need to solve complex mathe-
terms of self- and mutual inductances, ending with the matical problems so that advanced mathematical knowl-
machine equations in the direct, quadrature, and zero' edge is not essential to every engineer. However, one of
axes, which give a physical picture of the machine his most necessary requirements is a comprehensive, clear
"viewed" from these axes. understanding of, the basic, underlying phenomena. In

analysis or design this "physical picture" or "mental pic-
Introduction ture" is the foundation on which the mathematical rela-

tions are set; is the basis for approximations to simplify
T HIS IS an educational paper designed specifically to the formulation and solution; serves as a worthy guide in

assist the college student in bridging the gap between the straightforward manipulation of the mathematics;
his formal, fundamental education, and current engi- and, finally, enables the engineer to interpret his results

neering knowledge and practice in the field of synchronous- intelligently. Such a process is present to a considerable
machine theory. The development of the modern theory degree in the methods of all engineers; those of a highly
of synchronous machines started about 10 years ago when mathematical bent require a good physical picture to make
Doherty and Nickle"""4 extended Blondel's 2-reaction the fullest use of their powers and those who are endowed
theory and developed methods for determining the per- with, or have developed, that fine sense that enables them
formance of a salient-pole machine under certain steady- to know the result intuitively-with little or no calcula-
state and transient conditions. They proposed new defi- tion-have the most complete mental image imaginable.
nitions and divisions of synchronous-machine reactances Since the possession of a clear physical picture is so es-
to facilitate the analysis. Subsequently, Park5'6 general- sential, it is well to investigate how it may be obtained and
ized the method by a more mathematical approach. developed. In mechanics it is easy to visualize forces,
Wieseman7 and Alger8 gave methods of calculating the re- torques, velocities, accelerations, mass, etc., because one
actances for design, and Park and Robertson' reviewed can see or feel them. The visualization of current, volt-
the whole field of synchronous-machine reactances from age, flux, inductance, etc., is more difficult, and special,
both the operating engineer's and designing engineer's artificial concepts such as vectors, sine waves, lines of
viewpoints. Kilgore" has given additional methods for flux, right-hand rules, etc., are needed to aid the imagina-
calculating the reactances and time constants in design tion. Since but few of these artifices are either useful or
and Wright" has given methods of test and test results valid in every possible situation, it is desirable to have at
for reactances, resistances, and time constants. Subse- one's command a large number of points from which to
quent contributions in the field have been numerous and view a problem. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is
valuable. to aid in broadening and clarifying the reader's under-
The new ideas presented were and are considerably be- standing of machine reactances by presenting the con-

yond the training given undergraduates in most colleges. cepts from a large number of fundamental points of view.
This is as it should be, for there is scarcely time in a college
course to do much more than give the student a sound
foundation in fundamentals, and this should certainly not Part I. Fundamental Concepts of Inductance
be sacrificed in order to progress far in special fields. A
A paper recommended for publication by the AIEE committee on education. Circuit Concepts of Inductance
Manulscript submitted November 5, 1936; released for publication May 24,
1937, by the AIEE board of directors for publication in pamphlet form and asa supplement to the 1937 TRANSACTIONS. The basic study of any engineering phenomenon should
B. R. PRENTICE is in the engineering general department of the General Electric ordinarily proceed by
Company, Schenectady, N. v.
1. For all numbered references, see list at end of paper. 1. Gaining or defining fundamental concepts.
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2. Observing some experimental relation between the defined proportional to, the velocity of the circuit relative to the
concepts. observer's inertial system, and not any real or supposed
3. Developing, by means of mathematics, new useful relationships velocity relative to the field of flux. Page'9 writes, "In-
based on the experimental law. deed the prevalent statement in elementary texts that in-
In step 3 it is frequently convenient to define and name duced electromotive forces are due to the cutting of lines
additional auxiliary quantities to simplify the analysis and of force by a conductor is not of general validity and may
physical reasoning. lead to quite erroneous conclusions in specific problems."
The purpose of part I is to develop clear concepts and In this paper, equations will always be originally set up

useful properties of inductance. Proceeding, then, with with the circuits fixed relative to the observer so that
step 1, primary concepts of the following quantities are Faraday's law gives the total induced electromotive force.
presupposed: This procedure is strongly recommended to avoid errors

in circuit problems. Equations involving such a motional
Electromotive force or emf or voltage, e electromotive force will be derived in part III, resulting
Current,i automatically from a transformation to co-ordinates
Time, t where the observer moves relative to the circuit.
Magnetic flux, / In many practical cases, the linkage of self-induction in
Flux linkage or (simply) linkage, V& a circuit (produced by current in the circuit) is, within

reasonable accuracy, directly proportional to the current.
The respective units used are: volts, amperes, seconds, When this is the case, the circuit is said to be linear, that
lines, lines-turns, the "practical" system. is, the linkage is a linear function of the current. Thus
The linkage of a closed circuit is defined as the sum of

the numbers of flux lines linking each turn of the closed p = Li X 108 (2)
circuit. In practice the circuit need not be closed by a
wire; if not, the terminals must be remote from the major where L is the constant of proportionality. Obviously L
magnetic field and then the voltage between the terminals is a physical property of the coil and its associated mag-
is considered to close the circuit. Thus, if in the N turn netic path. This constant of proportionality occurs so

circuit of figure 1, 41 lines of flux link turn 1 and O2 link frequently in analysis that it has been named self-induc-
the total linkage is tance. In practical units inductance is then defined by

turn 2, etc., (2) or,llnkge1(2) or,
VI = 101 + 02 . *...--.-. + ON

L =-10-8* henrys (3)
The fundamental, experimentally established law ac- °

cepted as the basis (in step 2) for this analysis is Faraday's Likewise, the linkage in one circuit is frequently a linear
law. It states that whenever the linkage of a closed cir-

fnto of the current in one circuitWhently a the

cuit changes, an electromotive force is induced equal to functionof the current in another circuit When thisis the
10-8 times the time rate of decrease of linkage, that is, case the constant of proportionality is called mutual in-

ductance which is defined by

e d--1- (1) V'21dt . M21 = 10-8** henrys (4)

If the circuit is fixed in the inertial system of the ob-
server, that is if measurements of induced electromotive The first subscript designates the circuit in which the ef-
force are made by, say, attaching a voltmeter to the ter- fect is observed and the second that in which the cause
minals of the circuit, Faraday's law gives all of the electro- appears. Both self- and mutual inductance can now be
motive force induced by changing flux regardless of how visualized as linkage per unit current, or in more usual
the change in linkage is produced, whether by self-induc- terms, linkage per ampere.
tion, relative motion of other circuits, changing current in If the definitions of inductance are combined with equa-
adjacent circuits, motion or change in permeability of the tion 1, the following relations result,
magnetic circuit, and whether the flux is visualized as mov- d
ing relative to the coil and cutting it or not. This in- e = - - (Li) volts

6 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~dt
cludes the case where the voltmeter is connected to a mov-
ing coil through slip rings for then, electrically, the and (5)
observer is stationary with respect to the coil. An addi- d
tional "motional electromotive force" is induced when the e5 = dt(M55 i,) volts
circuit is actually moving relative to the observer, as when
the voltmeter is attached to a series of similar circuits * The sign here is arbitrary. Self-inductance is taken as always numerically

through a commutator, however it is due entirely to, and is positive s.o the positive sign shows that a positive current in a circuit produces
> } ~~~~~~~~~~~positivelinkage in the same circuit. The conventions established in equation1

require that a positive applied electromotive force produce an increase in posi-
t Equation 1 establishes an arbi-trary convention of sign. Stated differently, tive linkage. Hence, according to the convention chosen here, a positive elec-
a positive applied electromotiv)e force gives rise to a positive increase in linkage, tromotive force will tend to produce a positive current.
since applied electromotive force is opposite in sense to induced electromotive force.
The positive direction of flux and flux linkage is related to the positive sense of ** The sign of equation 4 depends on the relative position of the 2 windings and
electromotive force along the conductor by the right-hand rule. Thus if the the arbitrary directions chosen for positive current in each circuit. Thus, if
fingers of the right band are pointed in the direction of positive electromotive positive i1 produces linkage in circuit 2 in the same direction as produced by
force along a conductor, the thumb points in the direction of positive flux and positive is, then M is positive. The algebraic sign may be associated with the
flux linkage, numerical value of M rather than the literal value as used here.
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Even though the inductances are independent of the stant depending on the magnetic path and arrangement of
value of the current, that is constant with respect to i, they turns. Thus, inductance is proportional to the number of
may still vary with time, due to the motion of some part of turns squared, the area of the magnetic path and the per-
the magnetic circuit or the relative motion of circuits. meability, and is inversely proportional to the length of the
Hence, it is not permissible to write the more common re- magnetic path. A similar analysis of the self-inductance
lations, of, and mutual inductance between, 2 coils shows that

LI = 0.4w 10N-82NIP (l1)
di

e = - dt 2 = 0.4w 10-8N2262 (12)

and > (6) M32 = M21 = 0.4w 108-NN2GP12 (13)
di, where (PI and (Y2 represent the respective permeances of thee2 = M21 dt coils and 612 that of the mutual flux path.

The foregoing concepts are extremely useful in visualiz-
without further restricting the definition to apply to sta-
tionary coils with fixed magnetic circuits. This would
obviously be folly in the study of rotating machines where Figuree1..Flux
circuits move relative to each other and inductances are linkage
functions of the position of the rotor, so that equations 5 TURNS FLUX LINES
will be used except when the problem involves only sta-
tionary devices.

Inductance in stationary circuits may further be visual-
ized as electromotive-force per unit rate of change of cur-
rent.

e

di (7)
dt

Geometric Concept of Inductance

So far, inductance has been considered from the circuit
standpoint. However, a clear physical picture of its geo-
metric nature is most important. As defined, inductance
is the constant of proportionality between linkage and ing the inductances of various windings of a machine, by
current. This constant depends upon the size, shape, and examining their configuration, their relative arrangement,
permeability of the magnetic path, the number of turns in and the position and character of the magnetic circuit.
the coil and their arrangement.
Permeance (P of a magnetic circuit is defined as the ratio Concept of Leakage Inductance

of the flux to the magnetomotive force (mmf) producing it.
In practical units, the magnetomotive force of a coil is F = Leakage, prefixed to flux, linkage, inductance, or react-
0.47rNI, so ance, is a very broad term being given many interpreta-

tions by various authorities. For instance, flux not cross-
(P N4Y o (8) ing the useful air gap of an electromagnet is called leakage,

primary flux not linking the secondary of a transformer is
More precisely, if there is fractional linkage as in figure 1, called leakage, and so on. In general, however, the term
the linkage is not expressible as No so that permeance is is applied to those portions of the quantity so described
defined in terms of linkage as in equation 8. Then in- which are not useful, and on this broad viewpoint are
ductance, expressed in terms of the geometric property of based the various conceptions and definitions used in this
the circuit, permeance, is paper.

In the simple transformer of figure 2, * let mutual induc-
tance and secondary voltage, linkage, current, and self-

I 10-8 = 0.4wN2(P 108 ~~~~~~~~~~(9)inductance be referred to primary terms. That is, if
primed quantities are referred to the primary and un-If the magnetic path can be characterized by single length primed quantities are actual values and,

1, area A, and permeability t, fundamental consideration
of the definition shows that permeance is =N1 _primaryturns

n= =N2 secondary turns
(p

A
(10) * The transformer of figures 2, 3, and 4 is shown with primary and secondary

I windings placed on separate legs of the core. Obviously a power transformer
would never he constructed in this manner because of the tremendous leaksge

and i morecomplx cass isstilla purly gemetri con reactance. However, the arrangement shown is hetter for the pulrposes of
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then, If the secondary were excited and primary open, the trans-

e2' =ne2 former leakage inductance referred to the primary would
be (L2'-M'). These leakage inductances are commonly

1=2 n 2-¾(N2s2) =N1e,2 called primary and secondary leakage inductances, respec-N2 tively.

i2 It will be evident from what follows that the trans-

L2'= n2L2 0.4w-10-8 N12P2 former has an entirely different leakage inductance under
every other condition of operation and the purpose of this

Ml = nM = 0.4r10- N1262 section is to clarify these diverse concepts of the quantity
and build a sound physical picture to be used in visualizingSince the resistances of transformer or machine windings machine reactances.

have little effect on the distribution of flux when either al- Consider the transformer operating under the other ex-

treme condition with secondary short circuited and pri-

M'i, MUTUAL Figure 2. Pri- mary excited. Then,
LEAKAGE LINKAGE /-XK LGE mary leakage re- e1 = = Jw(L-ii- M'i/)

(LI-M')i yK a actance o =jc4 JO(L2i20 - M'4) }

Flux linkdge with Positive current conventions are chosen so that M is nega-primary excited and
TOTAL LINKAGE} \ / seconddry open

Figure 3. Short-
circuit reactance (L-M')L M (Lz-M)L2
Flux linkdge with /
primary excited with
alternating current,
secondary short cir-NELIKGNTLNAE
cuited NETL NAG NTMINAG

Full lines show com-
PRIMARY LEAKAGE FLUX MUTUAL FLUX ponents of linkage M'l,

produced by primdry
current, dotted lines, M '); YL ;

ternating current of rated frequency or rapidly changing those due to second- kL?2JLl
direct currents flow, and only these cases are considered arycurrent
here, resistances are neglected.
Now, with the secondary open, apply sinusoidal voltage T LINKAGE

of angular frequency w (co = 27rf) to the primary. In com- (L1 --'2) 11
plex notation, the voltage equations are ALLLEAKAGE FLUX

LINKS PRIMARY
el= jwL i t (2 |L

e2= ]02 = j4M'i (14)L2
and the instantaneous primary and secondary linkages
are,

l/2-Ll' (15)=

According to the concept of leakage stated previously, the
nonuseful portion of the primary linkage should be de-
fined as the leakage linkage. Obviously the nonuseful
portion is that linkage which does not link the secondary or tive; that is positiveA2produces positiveAi, and negative

1l2i positive i2 produces positive t2 and negative Ale On
1-~2t = (Ll-M')i1 elimination of 4',.

The various linkages are shown graphically in figure 2. _ /(L 7b/I
Therefore, the open-circuit leakage inductance, 4,,, of e, ]@ @Lt Lti (18)

the transformer, referred to the primary is -
and

loc = L- M' |
and the leakage reactance is L(16) '=( -L )i

= cv (L, - M') =0

t Bold-face type or overscoring indicates complex or vector representation of Teelnae hwrpialnfgr
the sinusoidal quantities. Ths ikgsare shw rpial nEue3. As
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there is no net mutual linkage, or secondary linkage, all of mately twice the average magnetomotive force in figure 2,
the primary linkage is leakage linkage. Therefore, the and, therefore, so is the leakage inductance.
transformer short-circuit leakage inductance is That the short-circuit inductance and bucking induc-

M12 tance are nearly equal is clear when it is noticed that under
'86 = LI- L, short circuit, equation 17 gives

I ,, M'.
and the leakage reactance is (19) i2 -L7 ti

Xs= (L - L2\ and if M' L2', as in a practical transformer, the primary\L2'/ and secondary ampere turns are nearly equal. Conse-
If the secondary were excited with primary short-cir- quently, essentially the same magnetomotive force exists

across the same path in figure 3 as in figure 4 and the corre-cuited, the corresponding leakage inductance would be sodn ekg nutne n B r setal hsponding leakage inductances 1,, and I.,, are essentially the
M/2\ same. The difference is so small it cannot be calculatedL2'- -- referred to the primary.L1 / or tested on commercial power transformers. Subtract-

Before comparing these results with (16) it is advan- ing equation 19 from equation 20 gives the difference
tageous to consider one other common definition of leakage IB - -2(L2 -
reactance, "bucking" reactance. If magnetizing current
be neglected, the primary and secondary ampere turns so that the bucking inductance is theoretically slightly
will be equal. This distribution of ampere turns may be larger.
accomplished physically by adjusting the voltages applied The consequences of this comparison are:
to primary and secondary such that

1. The leakage inductance of 2 "closely coupled" circuits varies
il = i2 i as much as 2 to I depending on operating conditions.

then, 2. ince magnetizing current is usually negligible compared toload or short-circuit current, either 1SC or lB can be used and ,l is
el = jw,l = _w(Lli - M'i) of only academic interest.

C2 = JWXs '= )/(L.'i -Mi 3. The flux distribution shown in figure 4 for bucking reactance ise2 = IWV12' = j(L2'i MO)
convenient for the design calculation of reactance but it does not

Physical reasoning shows that there is no net mutual occur physically either under load or short circuit. The device
commonly employed for calculation is to assume a surface (A - A'
figure 4) dividing the primary leakage from the secondary leakage

Vt1 + A2 = (L1 + L2' - 2M')i flux, approximately midway between the 2 windings. Then the
reactance associated with the secondary leakage flux is calculated

The relations between the various linkages are shown in and called secondary leakage reactance and that associated with
figure 4. Hence, the bucking leakage inductance is primary leakage flux, primary leakage reactance. This artifice,

though unnecessary, yields satisfactory numerical results. The
IB = LI + L2' 2M' division between the 2 reactances is purely arbitrary, and they

= (LI- M') + (L2'-M') cannot be separated by test.
4. To base a physical picture on the flux distribution of figure 4,= loc (primary) + loc (secondary) S (20) as is done in some texts, or to visualize linkage in terms of the

and the bucking reactance is transformer equivalent circuit tends to confuse the thinking, par-
ticularly in problems involving the law of constant flux linkage.

XB = co(LI + L2' - 2M')
Now to compare the 3 different values of leakage induc- M;

tance note first that since

0.4rNi2kPl0-S = Li L2' = 0.4wrNikPlO8 Figure 4. Buck-

the bucking inductance IB is approximately twice the open- i ratn
circuit leakage inductance. This may be surprising for Flux linkage with NETLI E NET LINKAGE
inspection of figures 2 and 4 shows that in both cases the primary and second- (L2-M'>
leakage flux path in air is of the same area and length. ternetint current TOTAL LINKAGE (Lw+th2-2M)lThe reason lies in the variation of the magnetomotive such that primary and
force across the leakage path. In figure 2, with the second- secondary ampere A'
ary open, the magnetomotive-force drop near the second- turns are equal andI
ary leg of the core is zero and it increases nearly linearly opposite, i1 = I,' t:_to a maximum at the primary leg of the core. In figure 4, = Wl lS diil[17
the bucking connection, equal magnetomotive force is sup- Full lines show com- ) lii.^#)
plied by both windings so that themagnetomotive force ponents of linkage tll111111u
across the leakage path is essentially constant. With rdune to primary cur- r
equal primary ampere turns in both cases, the average those produced by PRIMARY IA SECONDARY
magnetomotive force in figure 4 is, therefore, approxi- secondary current "LEAKAGE" "LEAKAGE"
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5. The flux distribution of figure 3 is the actual condition existing and the effect of high resistance is to shorten the time dur-
under short circuit (resistance neglected); furthermore, under ing which the approximation is a good one.
load the leakage flux links only the excited winding. Therefore,
this distribution should be used for purposes of visualization. Phsicaly tis imabese nedhbpreal n tha when

a sudden voltage is impressed on the primary and the pri-
A further extension of the concepts of leakage reactance mary current builds up on an exponential type curve, si-

is necessary in order to visualize synchronous-machine multaneously the secondary current builds up on an expo-
transient reactances. Consider the static, short-circuited nential type curve, tending to keep the secondary linkage
transformer of figure 3 to have d-c voltage applied sud- zero. During the first few instants of time the secondary
denly to the primary. linkage is essentially zero, and the primary flux is forced

dftl = ± d a entirely into the leakage paths of very low permeance asEl * r1ii + dt = rii +dt (Lil- M'i2) shown in figure 3.
(21) The constant flux linkage theorem was presented by

0 = r2i + r=@'i2' +(dd (2'i2' - M'i1) R. E. Doherty'7 as a tool in the analysis of short-circuit
dt dJ problems. The principles involved are very useful in

visualizing and analyzing transient phenomena and it is
Integrate both equations with respect to time. believed that better use of them could be made in the col-

Irt rQl leges. Although it will be used, a thorough treatment of
f El dt = ilr,idt + dql the theorem is outside the scope of this paper. It may be

o .10 °briefly stated as follows: the total linkage in any closed
O / r'i'd+r,,2' electrical circuit cannot change instantly. A "closed cir-J0= 2 t J0d cuit" is one which involves no infinite voltages or resist-

ances but it may contain any number of finite resistances,
In most practical machines the secondary resistance drop inductances (including mutual inductance), and the in-
r,'i2'is small compared to the induced and applied voltages; ductance may vary as a function of time. The rate at
hence, if t is made sufficiently small, the first term of the which the total linkage does vary is, by Faraday's and
second equation can be made extremely small compared Ohm's laws, proportional to the difference between the
to the terms in the first equation and the change in second- applied electromotive force and the IR drop.
ary linkage is practically zero. For the purposes of this paper, the discussion of leakage

r^E21 inductance and reactance serves to build up the following
'12 d 2 =- 0 physical picture. When a closed winding is in magnetic

proximity to another winding, and the latter winding is
This is one statement of the law of constant flux linkage, excited with either a-c or suddenly applied d-c voltage, the
Therefore, flux linkage of the closed winding remains essentially con-

12' = L2 - M'i 0 stant and practically all of the newly created flux present
links the excited winding as shown in figure 3. This

and newly created flux passes through the very low permeance
M' leakage path between the 2 windings so that the effectivei2'-L, il, inductance and reactance are correspondingly small. TheL2 initial effective inductance of the excited winding is

and equation 21 becomes (L - M"2/L2') or approximately (Li + L2' - 2M').
/M/2~di,El _- r1ii + LI- -"d
K r+-L2')dt Part 11. Synchronous-Machine Reactances-

Hence, exactly initially (t infinitesimally small), and ap- Physical Viewpoint
proximately for the first short interval of time, the effec-
tive inductance of the short-circuited transformer with A fundamental physical picture of each of the more im-
suddenly applied d-c voltage is identical with its a-c short- portant synchronous-machine reactances will be built up
circuit inductance. As time increases indefinitely the ef- on the basis of the concepts established in part I and con-
fective inductance gradually approaches the self-induc- sidering the effects of a salient-pole rotor and its asso-
tancegLc. ciated, closed field windings. Laminated cylindrical-
On first notice it might appear that neglecting the sec- rotor machines, being generally easier to visualize, are

ondary resistance drop in deriving this expression is not mentioned only as a special case of the salient-pole ma-
warranted when it is intended to use this case as an anal- chines. Solid cylindrical-rotor machines may be approxi-
ogy to machine circuits with the field winding as second- mately analyzed by salient-pole methods but a more com-
ary; for the field resistance is large and cannot be neg- prehensive theory such as presented by Concordia and
lected, particularly in determining rates of decay of cur- Poritsky"8 is necessary for an accurate treatment of tran-
rents. However, it must be emphasized that the expres- sient problems. These concepts are based on the actual
sion is exact when the time interval is infinitesimally small phenomena occurring within the machine. It is also pos-

- sible to view the phenomena from the terminals of the*k The unit function, 1, indicates that the voltage is zero until time zero, E: tha mihthereafter, machine, ihtS, on the basis of actual tests whichmih
6 Prentice-Synchronous MIachine Reactances SUPPLEMENT TO



be conducted. Hence, in order to broaden the under- harmonics, there will be armature linkages due to slot flux
standing of these reactances still further, a few methods of and flux in the end winding. If the differential, slot, and
determining them by tests which are simple enough to end winding linkages are added, the sum is defined to be
enhance the viewpoint without resorting to a detailed the total armature leakage flux linkage. The ratio of this
mathematical analysis-will be included in the discussion linkage in one phase to the armature phase current pro-
of each reactance. Finally, the analytic approach, which ducing it X 10-O gives the armature leakage inductance in
gives an understanding of the reactances from still a dif- henries. This value is multiplied by c, X = 2wrf (where f
ferent angle, will be presented very briefly in part III. is rated frequency in cycles per second) is the armature
A symmetrical, 3-phase, armature winding is assumed, leakage reactance, per phase, in ohms. The ratio of this

and saturation, hysteresis, and eddy current losses are value to "base ohms" is x inper unit.**
neglected. The effect of circuit resistance is neglected in It should be noted that the armature leakage reactance
visualizing the linkages but obviously resistance cannot be includes the effect of that part of the mutual linkage be-
neglected in visualizing the decay of currents. The field tween phases, due to other than the fundamental flux wave
structure and field windings are assumed to be symmetri- and, therefore, is a "3-phase" reactance, applicable with-
cal about the center lines of the poles, (direct axis) and also out modification only under 3-phase balanced operation or
symmetrical about the axes midway between the poles when unbalanced operation is analyzed in terms of its sym-
(quadrature axis). metrical components. Unfortunately, this reactance can-

not be determined directly from test. However, it is part
Armature Leakage Reactance xl of nearly all subsequent reactances, and a physical picture

of it is, therefore, desirable.
The armature leakage reactance of a synchronous ma-

chine is a part of nearly all of the other armature react- Direct Synchronous Reactance Xd
ances, so that a knowledge of it is prerequisite.

If a voltage be applied to the armature terminals such If positive-sequence currents flow in the armature, as
that balanced, sinusoidal, fundamental-frequency, 3-phase discussed under x1, the major component of armature link-
currents of normal phase rotation (positive-sequencet) age is due to the synchronously rotating, fundamental
flow in the armature winding, these currents will set up a component of the air-gap flux which exists in addition to
rotating flux wave in the air gap. Due to the finite num- the leakage flux linkage. Unlike the latter, the amount of
ber of slots, phases, etc., this flux wave will be composed linkage due to the fundamental is greatly affected by the
of fundamental and harmonic components. For instance, position of the field structure. If the unexcited field is
the 3-phase currents produce a rotating magnetomotive rotated synchronously so that the poles are always di-
force which has a fundamental component rotating for- rectly in line with the fundamental component of armature
ward at synchronous speed, a backward rotating fifth magnetomotive force, maximum permeance is presented
harmonic, a forward rotating seventh harmonic, etc., the to the magnetomotive force as shown in figure 5 and maxi-
relative magnitudes of which depend on the winding ar- mum total armature linkage per armature ampere results.
rangement. These harmonic magnetomotive forces travel- Under these conditions the ratio of the linkage in one phase
ing at speeds different from that of a salient-pole rotor will to the current in that phase: X 10-8 gives the direct syn-
produce, by interaction with the varying permeance of the chronous reactance, per phase,§ in ohms. The ratio of
air gap, flux harmonics of various orders, traveling at this value to base ohms is xd in per unit. This reactance
different speeds. (If the rotor is cylindrical and laminated obviously includes the armature leakage reactance.
the harmonic magnetomotive forces will give rise to har- The physical picture of this reactance can be broadened
monic fluxes of corresponding order and speed of rotation. by viewing the phenomena from the terminals of one phase.
However, if the cylindrical rotor is solid, currents will be The phase linkage, due to leakage flux and the synchron-
induced in it changing the magnitude of the flux harmon- ously rotating, fundamental, air-gap flux, pulsates sinu-
ics.) Some of these flux harmonics will be of such order ** The per-unit representation of quantities is similar to the familiar per-cent
and speed that they will induce voltage of fundamiental representation except that the per-unit value of a quantity is the ratio of theactual quantity to an arbitrary amount called the base; whereas the per-centfrequency in the armature. However, they induce purely value is this times 100. Thus, if each phase of a 3-phase machine is rated at

in the 500 amperes and 2,200 volts, "base ohms" is based on the machine rating andreactive armature voltage so that their effects are included is
in the armature leakage reactance, and the corresponding ratedvolts = 2,200- 4.4 ohms
linkage is called differential leakage flux linkage. * rated current 500

Then if a particular reactance (or resistance or impedance) had an actuial valueIn addition to this -armature linkage due to air gap flux of 8.8 ohms, its per-unit valule would be
actual ohms 8.8

tThe usual symmetrical component'6 terms will be used: Positive-sequence base ohms 4.4 =2prul(or positive phase-sequence) refers to those symmetrical components of quanti- If mahn ecacsaeepesdi e nto h ahn aiga aeties (such as current or voltage) which are of normal (positive) phase rotation; thei nmrcalnvealuanes have deXfinitet significance to one familiar with machines,negative-sequence refers to those symmetrical components which are of opp~o- an do no aygetywt h ieo ahnsaoomcvle.Tisite to normal (negative) phase rotation; zero-sequence refers to those sym-metrical~ ~-copnet whc ar of th.aetm hs r r i hs" t advantage of the per-unit system will become more apparent when table I is
each other. Any unbalanced 3-phase voltages or currents may be resolved into studied.
the 3 sets of symmetrical components listed above. However, an understanding It has not been stated whether the linkage and culrrent used should be instan-of the system of analysis called symmetrical components is not essential for taneous, root-mean-square, peak, or some other value. It makes no differencethis paper, it being simply necessary to know the meaning of the defined terms, as long as the same kinds are used for both. For indeed, the linkage is a linear
*Voltage harmonics of other than fundamental frequency must In all cases be fnto ftecret n hi ai sidpneto h id

produced by permeance variations or other external influences, and are not § Invariably synchronous machine reactances are stated on a per phase basethemselves causes of reactance. so that further mention of this fact will be omitted.
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soidally at normal frequency producing the sinusoidal produced by them is in line with the poles, and the field is
phase voltage, resistance drop being neglected. Now the open. Hence, by definition, the ratio of the terminal
axis of the rotating fundamental of armature magneto- phase voltage, which would produce the armature currents
motive force will coincide with a phase axis at the instant alone, to the armature phase current gives xd in ohms, but
that that phase current is a maximum. Also, since the this voltage is the same as the open circuit voltage before
field pole is moving synchronously in line with the mag- short circuit. Finally, then, x<! is the ratio of the open-
netomotive-force wave, it will be precisely in line with the circuit terminal voltage resulting from a certain field cur-
phase at that instant. Consequently, the phase linkage rent to the steady-state, short-circuit, armature current
at that instant will be the maximum possible which can be resulting from the same field current.
produced by armature current under any condition. This Eopen
is the peak value of the sinusoidally varying linkage which xd = 'short circuit ohms
induces the sinusoidal phase voltage. As they are pro-
portional, the ratio of the phase voltage to the phase cur- Obviously these quantities can be determined from the
rent gives Xd in ohms. It is also apparent that Xd is the saturation curve and synchronous impedance curve of the
largest possible 3-phase armature reactance definable. machine. *

In practice it is difficult to rotate the field structure me- This discussion of a possible test to determine xd has
chanically so that the direct axis is always exactly in line served 2 purposes. First to broaden the physical picture
with the axis of the rotating armature magnetomotive and second to indicate how the principle of superposition
force. Consequently such a method is unsuited for the may be applied in the solution of synchronous machine
experimental deternination of the reactance by test. problems. For standard definitions and methods of meas-
However, when a synchronous machine is short circuited uring this and subsequent reactances, see the AIEE
it is a well-known fact that the current which flows is al- Standards."
most entirely reactive, and, therefore, the armature mag-
netomotive force is almost directly in line with the poles, Quadrature Synchronous Reactance Xq
tending to demagnetize them. Since this condition ob-
tains automatically it is suitable for determining Xd. With positive-sequence, steady-state currents flowing in

Saturation is neglected so the flux linkage in any one the armature and the unexcited field structure rotated
circuit at any particular instant of time is a linear function mechanically at synchronous speed, such that the inter-
of the magnitudes of the currents existing in every other polar spaces (quadrature axis) are directly in line with the
winding in the machine at that instant and the principle peaks of the rotating armature magnetomotive-force wave,
of superposition may then be used to determine the link- minimum permeance is presented, and the armature link-
age. Thus, the linkage in one circuit due to the currents age will be the minimum for any position of the poles.
in certain circuits flowing alone may be determined; that The flux paths may be visualized by inspecting figure 6
linkage due to the rest of the currents may be determined which shows graphically that the permeance of the air gap
separately; and then the 2 values of linkage thus obtained in the quadrature axis is much lower than that in the di-
when added give the total linkage in the one circuit with all rect axis. (If the rotor is cylindrical the permeances will
currents flowing. This is true provided that the motion be equal and x< = x,.) Under this condition the armature
of the rotor is the same in both cases. linkage per ampere X w10-8 gives the quadrature syn-

Consider the conditions which must exist under steady- chronous reactance, xq, in ohms. The ratio of this value
state, symmetrical, short circuit. The terminal voltage to base ohms gives xq in per unit. This reactance includes
is zero. Neglecting resistance drop, the net armature the leakage reactance x,.
linkage including leakage flux linkage, must, therefore, If viewed from the armature terminals, the magnitude
also be zero. Since the net armature linkage is produced of the root-mean-square, reactive voltage induced in a phase
by the armature currents and field current acting at the will be a minimum when the interpolar space is in line
same time, the armature magnetomotive force opposes the with the magnetic axis of the phase at the instant when
field magnetomotive force; the armature linkage due to all the current in the phase is a maximum, for if the field struc-
armature currents acting alone must be exactly equal to, ture had any other position at the instant that the phase
and opposite in direction to, the armature linkage due to current was a maximum, a greater armature linkage would
the field current acting alone. If the field current were result. The ratio of the phase voltage to the phase cur-
acting alone (open circuit) a certain terminal voltage rent under this condition gives xq in ohms. It is impor-
would exist which would be proportional to the armature tant to note that both x, and X- are defined with the field
linkage produced by the field culrrent. Now suppose that structure in a symmetrical position with respect to the
the armature currents flow alone (field open circuited). rotating magnetomotive-force wave. Thus, in either case,
Since the armature linkage has the same value, but is in the field structure has no tendency to be turned by the
the opposite direction, the voltage which must have been flux in either direction so that there is no magnetic torque.
applied to produce the armature currents must be exactly Therefore, since no electrical power is transferred to the
the same as the terminal voltage induced under open cir- * The saturation curve is a plot of terminal voltage versus field current and
cuit. But notice, when the armature currents flow alone the synchronous impedance curve is a plot of steady-state, short-circuit cur-' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~rentversus field current. Normally, the ratio is taken at rated terminal volt-
the case is exactly that used to define Xd. That is, they age, and to ohtain an unsaturated value for Xd the field current at rated ter-

< . ,* ~~~~~~minalvoltage on the "'air-gap line" is used. The 'air-gap line" is a straightare positive phase-sequence, the magnetomotive force line tangent to the straight portion of the magnetization curve.
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rotor, the currents are purely reactive (neglecting resist- voltages are impressed at the terminals. Obviously the
ance) and it is legitimate to define a reactance for each case current will be modulated at slip frequency, being a maxi-
as the ratio of total voltage to total current. mum when the quadrature axis is in line with the armature

It is difficult to rotate the field structure mechanically magnetomotive force and a minimum when the direct axis
so that the quadrature axis is always exactly in line with is in that position. Also, due to the reactance in the sup-
the armature magnetomotive force for if it deviates slightly ply line, the applied voltage will probably be modulated
a torque will appear (reluctance torque) tending to pull the at slip frequency being a maximum at minimum current.
direct axis into line with the armature magnetomotive Figure 11 is an oscillogram showing this variation. If the
force. Hence it is even more impractical in this case to applied voltage and current in one phase are observed by
rotate the field structure in its proper position than it was means of instruments and the slip is small enough, the
in the case of direct synchronous reactance. However, maximum and minimum values of the modulated current
suppose that the unexcited field is rotated mechanically and voltage can be read directly from instruments. Mini-
in the direction of the synchronously revolving armature mum voltage and maximum current will occur when the
magnetomotive force, but at a speed slightly below syn- quadrature axis is in line with the magnetomotive-force
chronism, and at the same time positive phase-sequence wave peak. Quadrature synchronous reactance in ohms

Figure 5. Di-
STATOR STEADY- STATOR STEADY- F i g u r e 6.

rect synchron- i MF WAVE STATV TATE OQuadrature
ous reactance <6 \ < synchronous
flux paths FLUX / FLUX reactance flux

~~~~~~~~~~SAO STATOR t t\paths~WINDING * * 000WINDpath

Figure 7. Di- STATOR CHANG- STATOR CHANG- F i g u r e 8.
rect transient MMMFWAVEf ING MF WAVEJ ING Quadrature
reactance flux < \< transient react-
paths FLUX-\--,- |FLUXI , ance flux paths

STATOR STATOR

0 0 FIELD WIND- O FIELD WIND-OI. I ' ING SHORT- O ING SHORT-_ 0 CIRCUITED O CIRCUITED

STATOR }CHANG- STATOR )CHANG-i 1- * * *= v~~~~~~~~~~~AMvORTISSEUR
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Figure 9. Di- Quad rature
redt subtrans- I l I I l lsubtransient
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is then the ratio of minimum voltage to maximum current. rotor circuits, such as the amortisseur or damper windings,
From this same test, the ratio of maximum voltage to imagined to be open. Suddenly, terminal voltages are
minimum current gives direct synchronous reactance in applied at such an instant that fundamental-frequency,
ohms. positive-sequence armature currents result* and produce a

rotating magnetomotive force the axis of which is directly
Direct Transient Reactance xd' in line with the poles. This condition is identical with that

used for defining direct synchronous reactance except that
Direct synchronous reactance is analogous to the self- the voltages are now suddenly applied. The sudden ap-

inductance of the primary of the open-circuit transformer pearance of the magnetomotive force in the direct axis is
of figure 2. This is true regardless of whether the rotor resisted by the current induced in the closed field winding

Figure 1I. Determination oF x1 and xq by a "slip test"
Balanced voltages applied to armature, field open and rotated near synchronous speed

A-Armature voltage maximum voltage minimum VOltage
B-Armaturecurrent Xd =minimum current maximum current

circuits are open or closed because, as defined, the steady- just as the current in the transformer secondary of figure 3
state, constant-magnitude, rotating fundamental of the resisted a sudden change in the primary magnetomotive
armature magnetomotive force is always stationary with force when a d-c voltage was suddenly impressed. Of
respect to the poles. Since there is no rate of change of course, the induced field current will die out eventually.
magnetomotive force when viewed from the field structure, However, during the first interval of time the field current
there will be no currents induced in any field winding, so will maintain the field linkage at practically 'zero value,
that the armnature magnetomotive force meets a constant and the armnature flux is forced into the low permneance
permeance, the value of which is determined only by the paths of the interpolar space, see figure 7, just as the trans-
air gap and magnetic circuit and not by the magnetomotive formner primary flux is forced into the leakage path be-
force of any field winding. Theoretically, any problem tween the primary and secondary in figure 3. The armna-
involving transformer circuits can be solved in terms of ture linkage per symmetrical, fundamental-frequency,
the self- and mutual inductances of windings. Likewise, armature ampere will be much less than under synchro-
any synchronous machine problem can theoretically be nous conditions and its value X wl108 gives direct transient
solved in terms of the synchronous reactances and the sell- reactance, xd', in ohms. This value divided by base
and mutual inductances of rotor circuits with themselves ohms gives xd' in per unit.
and with the armature. However, transformer-circuit In order to visualize direct transient reactance from a
calculations are greatly simplified and their accuracy im- test which might actually be conducted, it will again be
proved by employing the short-circuit reactances between necessary to conduct one which is different from the condi-
windings instead of sell- and mutual inductances. A simi- tions used to define the reactance. Since we are now deal-
lar simplification can be made in synchronous machine ing with transient quantities, it will also be necessary to
calculations by the use of reactances which take into ac- employ an oscillograph rather than instruments. just as
count the transient effects of closed rotor v.vindings. in the case of direct synchronous reactance, superposition

Thus, when conditions are changing (transient condi- allows a determination of direct transient reactance from
tions) induced currents will flow in the closed rotor cir- a 3-phase short-circuit test; for in transient as well as

cuits, modifying the effective permeance of the armature steady short circuit the rotating fundamental component
flux paths and reducing the corresponding effective react- of armature magnetomotive force is directly in line with
ances. These reactances are analogous to the transformer the poles tending to demagnetize them. Now it is pos-
-short-circuit reactance discussed in part I which takes the sible to superpose the results of various components of the
-effect of the closed secondary into account. current in one circuit, considered separately, just as it is

Consider the machine operating at normal speed with * It is showrn later that suddenly applied currents tend to contain d-c and har-

main ieldindin cloed, bt wit all thermonic copnns Hence to obtain the current used in defining xd' an un-
the unexcited mifilwidnclsdbuwihaloerusual voltage wrould be required.
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possible to superpose the results of total currents in sepa- nomena has been barely mentioned, the presence of d-c
rate circuits. For indeed, the linkage in any one circuit is and harmonic components in the armature current. At
directly proportional to the total current in each circuit, the instant of short circuit each of the 3 armature phase
and hence, to the sum of any components into which each circuits will be linked by some fraction of the flux produced
current may be divided in every circuit in the machine. by the main field excitation. Thus if the short circuit
Before short circuit, a certain steady field current existed occurred at the instant the direct axis was in line with
which gave rise to a certain a-c terminal voltage. After, phase a, phase a would have maximum positive linkage
short circuit armature currents will suddenly start to flow. and the linkages in phases b and c would be negative and
The sudden magnetomotive force appearing before the half the maximum.
field will be resisted by a sudden increase in field current By the law of constant flux linkage, currents will flow in
over its initial value. Also after short circuit the terminal the armature and field to maintain the armature and field
voltage is zero, so the change of armature linkage must also linkages at essentially constant value for a short time after
be zero. Consequently, the armature linkage produced short circuit. The jump in d-c field current to maintain
by the armature current plus that produced by the in- the field linkage constant in the face of the magnetomotive
crease in field current has exactly the same value and is in force produced by the a-c, short-circuit armature current
opposite direction to the armature linkage produced by has been emphasized. However, the a-c armature current
the initial value of field current acting by itself. Now and d-c field current could produce constant armature
this armature linkage, produced by the armature current phase linkages of only zero value. Hence, the armature
plus the increase in field current acting together, is pro- current will contain d-c components to maintain the ini-
duced under exactly the same conditions which were used tial linkage. This results in a displaced wave of phase
to define direct transient reactance; for indeed, the arma- current such as shown in figure 13. An oscillogram of
ture magnetomotive force appears suddenly in the direct symmetrical short-circuit phase current when the phase
axis and induces field current which opposes it, and the linkage happened to be zero at the instant of short is shown
ratio of the symmetrical partt of the phase voltage to the in figure 12. Here no d-c component was necessary to
symmetrical part of the phase current is Xd'. However, maintain zero linkage.

Figure 12. Nearly symmetrical ==
short-circuit armature current on a
35,000-kva 25-cycle water-wheel
generator
A- Armdture voltage
B- Armature current

Figure 1 3. Nearly pure asym-
metrical short-circuit armature cur-
rent on the same machine as
Rgurel12
A- Armature voltage m f
B-Armature current /

this voltage has exactly the same magnitude as the open- The d-c component of armature current results in a
circuit voltage which existed before short circuit. There- stationary magnetomotive force in the air gap. This
fore, the ratio of the voltage before short circuit to the would produce fundamental-frequency linkage in the field
symmetrical part of the armature current immediately did not a fundamental-frequency field current flow to pre-
after short circuit is direct transient reactance, xd', in vent it. The fundamental-frequency field current gives a
ohms. pulsating magnetomotive force stationary with respect to

In the foregoing analysis one important part of the phe- the poles which may be resolved into 2 fundamental,
t The symmetrical part of a wave is the part symametrical about the axis Of mnagnetomotive-force waves rotating, one forward and
zero deflection, that is the residue after the d-c component has been subtracted. one backward with respect to the poles at synchronous
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speed. The backward rotating component is stationary current will be induced in the amortisseur winding resist-
with respect to the armature and opposes the d-c armature ing the change in flux in addition to the current induced in
magnetomotive force. The forward rotating component the main field winding. Since the amortisseur winding is
is traveling at twice normal speed with respect to the arma- closer to the air gap than the main field, the permeance of
ture so that a second-harmonic component of armature the air-gap leakage-flux paths under this condition is still
current must flow to prevent a change of armature linkage. less than the corresponding permeance in the case of direct
This current will also have its effect on the field and so on. transient reactance. The corresponding armature linkage
The purpose of this discussion is to complete, in a measure, and reactance are also less. Invariably, the per-unit re-

Table 1. Components of Synchronous Machine Reactances

Synchronous Motors
TurboalternatorPosition of Magnitude of Heavy Water-

Magnetomotive-Force Magnetomotive-Force General Starting Synchronous Wheel Solid Laminated
Symbol Name of Reactance Fundamental Fundamental Purpose Duty Condensers Generator** Rotor Rotor

Xd...Direct synchronous........Directly over pole.........Constant............... 0.8: ..... 0865 .. 1.60 avg... { 0.60} .... 1.15 avg... 1.15avg.
Xq ....Quadrature synchronous ... Midway between poles.....Constant.. 0 .60...-.0.50 .....1.00 avg... 10.40 .1.0 avg... 1.0 avg.11.10 ............0.70) . . ...10.80S
Xd....... Direct transient........... Directly over poles........Changing . 0.25.. 0.15. 0.40.. 0.20... 0.13..... 0.15-0.45. 0.35. 0.50. 0.45. 0.25. 0.25
Xq'. .. Quadrature transient......Midway between poles. Changing .............. 0.60:...... -0.50 } ....1.00 avg... 0.40. 0.13 1. 1.0 avg.t 1.10 .... 0.70 ) t 0.80 ...0.25 J
Xd........ Direct subtransient. Directly over pole. Changing.............. 0.20.. 0.10..... 0.25. 0.15. 0.08. 0.08

0.40.. 0.25..... 0.3. 0.35. 0.15. 0.12
Xq". Quadrature subtransient. Midway between poles..-.Changing.. ...... .. ........... 0-12 ....... 0-25 ......................... 0.200.50

. 0.30 0.35. 0.45. 0.20. 0.30
X2 .Negative sequence.........Moving relative to poles... Changing in each axis... 0.25..... -Oll.......0.25. 0.20. 0.08. 0.11

t 0.45..... 0.27..... 0.32. 0.40. 0.13. 0.21
xo*. Zero sequence. No fundamental . . .......... 0.04..... 0.02 .. 0.04. 0.02. 0.01. 0.01

0.27..... 0.15.. 0.10. 0.21. 0.08. 0.08

* xvvaries from about 15 per cent to 60 per cent of Xd", depending upon winding pitch.
** These values apply to machines with amortisseur windings. For water-wheel generators without amortisseur windings, Xd" Xd', Xq" = Xq'= Xq. X2 will be
an average of Xd and Xq' and xo will be unchanged.

the physical picture of the phenomena on short circuit. sistance of the amortisseur winding is considerably larger
It is evident that the different components of current, than the per-unit resistance of the main field, so that the
existing for different purposes, meet different permeances. induced amortisseur currents tend to die out much more
Consequently, direct axis transient reactance is defined rapidly. The high resistance is used to get the high in-
for only the symmetrical, fundamental-frequency part of duction-motor torque required for starting or to pro-
the armature current. duce effective damping if the purpose of the amortisseur
The actual test to determine the initial value of short- is to damp out oscillations. This rapid decay gives rise

circuit current could be conducted by taking enough os- to the term subtransient reactance, indicating a very high
cillograms of the current, till one was obtained which was speed phenomenon while transient reactance is the lower
symmetrical, or by graphically determining the symmetri- speed phenomenon caused by the main field windings.
cal part of an asymmetrical wave, then drawing a line Let the field structure be rotated mechanically at syn-
through the peaks of the successive decaying armature chronous speed with the main field winding unexcited but
current waves and project it back to the time of short cir- closed, and all other field windings closed. If terminal
cuit neglecting the first few peaks of current which will be voltages are now impressed at such an instant that posi-
discussed under subtransient reactance. The initial tive-phase-sequence currents are produced, an armature
value of short-circuit armature current may then be esti- magnetomotive force will be set up which rotates syn-
mated as in the dotted line of figure 14 which was obtained chronously with its axis directly in line with that of the
from the oscillogram figure 12. Of course, if the peak poles and amortisseur winding currents will be induced
value of the current is used, the peak value of the voltage resisting the establishment of armature flux. The arma-
must also be used. ture flux is then forced into the very low permeance air-gap

leakage path as shown in figure 9 and the net armature
Direct Subtransient Reactance Xd" linkage per armature ampere under this condition X c10lO8

gives direct subtransient reactance in ohms. This value
In defining direct transient reactance all field windings divided by base ohms is xd" in per unit.

except the main field winding in the direct axis were as- The test procedure described for determining direct
sumed to be open. An amortisseur winding as shown in transient reactance may also be used to determine direct
figure 9 may be present in both the direct and quadrature subtransient reactance. If a closed amortisseur winding
axes. If it is, and armature voltages are suddenly applied is present, the short-circuit current will have a form such
to the machine so that armature currents increase rapidly, as shown in figure 12 or 13. The same argument used in
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deriving the expression for xd' from the short-circuit test rotor, currents will be induced in the rotor iron resisting
leads to the obvious result that Xd" is the ratio of the open- the change in flux so that xq' will be less than xq
circuit voltage existing before short circuit to the sym-
metrical part of the armature current existing immedi- Quadrature Subtransient Reactance xq"
ately after short circuit. This value of the current may
then be obtained by projecting the line connecting the If an amortisseur winding exists in the quadrature axis,
peaks of the short-circuit current back to the zero axis as and terminal voltages are suddenly applied such that fun-
shown in figure 14. It has been pointed out that the damental-frequency positive-sequence currents flow so
amortisseur-winding currents die out very rapidly, so that that the resultant rotating armature magnetomotive force
their effect soon becomes negligible. Hence, xd' may be is in line with the quadrature axis of the mechanically ro-
determined from the same test by projecting the line con- tated field structure, current will be induced in the amor-
necting the more slowly decaying peaks of current back to tisseur winding tending to maintain its linkage zero and
the zero axis as shown. forcing the armature flux into the very low permeance air-

gap path as shown in figure 10. Under this condition the
Quadratur Trnsearmature linkage per armature ampere X o10-8 gives

quadrature subtransient reactance in ohms. This value
Consider the machine to be operated as in the case of divided by base ohms gives xqh in per unit.

direct transient reactance except that the terminal volt- No simple convenient method of test exists to aid in
ages are applied at a different instant so that the axis of visualizing this reactance. Methods of test exist'0"' but
the suddenly appearing armature magnetomotive force is the mathematical analysis, required for establishing them,
now directly in line with the quadrature axis. Now if complicates the physical picture.
there are no closed rotor circuits in addition to the main
field winding, the armature flux will pass through the main Negative-Sequence Reactance x2
field winding from one side to the other as shown in figure If terminal voltages are impressed such that fundamen-
8. The net field linkage due to this flux is zero and hence

tal-frequency negative-sequence currents flow while theno main-field-winding currents will be induced tending to unexcited field structure with all field windings closed isdistort the flux. The armature linkage under this condi-
rrotated mechanically at synchronous speed in the forwardtion per armature ampere X co10-8 gives quadrature tran- direction, the armature magnetomotive force will be travel-

sient reactance in ohms. This value divided by base .
ohms~ ,gie q nprui. ing in the opposite direction at synchronous speed andohsgicesthe

i

permeance presented tothearmaturemagneto-hence will be traveling with twice synchronous speed with
motive fore undermeanetiscneditio ieemactl e sameas respect to the field structure. Then alternating currents

of twice normal frequency will be induced in the rotor cir-
cuits, holding the field linkage at essentially zero value.

;--___ This case is analogous to the a-c excited, short-circuited
transformer of figure 3 for in the transformer an a-c mag-

Fzl: _ _ _ netomotive force attempts to force flux through the short-
= I__ scircuited secondary and alternating currents are induced

-n in the secondary holding the secondary linkage zero. In
the case at hand the armature flux is forced into the very

X low permeance air-gap paths. Of course the actual per-
0 t- < C STEADY STATE meance of the air-gap path varies as a function of time,
z

1
for the armature magnetomotive force meets alternately
the direct and quadrature axis. Under this condition the

O 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
HALF CYCLES AFTER SHORT CIRCUIT average armature linkage per armature ampere X w10-8

gives the negative-sequence reactance in ohms. This
Figure 14. Determination of Xd' and Xd" from test oscillo- value divided by base ohms is x2 in per unit.

gram, figure 12 The permeance presented to the armature magneto-
Curve shows envelope of symmetrical short-circuit phase-current wave. motive force at the instant that the magnetomotive force is

Xd" inversely proportional to initidl current A. over the axis of the poles is evidently essentially the same
Dotted curve shows envelope of symmetrical current dfter high-speed as the permeance presented under direct subtransient con-

transient has been subtracted. X-' inversely proportional to B ditions and the effective reactance if the permeance were
constant at this value would be xd". However, an instant
later the magnetomotive force is directly over the quadra-

that presented under the conditions defining quadrature ture axis and at this instant the effective reactance is Xq7t~.
synchronous reactance, the armature linkage per ampere Hence, the average value of x2 must lie between Xd," and
will be the same in both cases, and the quadrature tran- xq"- For most purposes the value of x2 is taken as the
sient reactance is exactly equal to the quadrature syn- arithmetic average of Xd" and xq".
chronous reactance. This is literally true if the field struc- Xd"t+Xq'
ture is perfectly laminated. If the machine has a solid X2 = 2
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The conditions used to define negative-sequence react- ohms is xo in per unit.
ance may also be used to measure it. It is simply neces- Zero-sequence currents do not produce the same slot,
sary to rotate the rotor mechanically at normal speed with end winding, or differential air-gap leakage fluxes as posi-
the main field winding unexcited but short circuited, and to tive-sequence currents so that x, is not included in xQ.
apply terminal voltages such that fundamental-frequency The conditions used to define zero-sequence reactance
negative-sequence currents flow in the armature. The are easily reproduced in an actual test, and if the machine
ratio of the average phase voltage to the average phase were operated as described, the ratio of the voltage ap-
current under this condition gives x2 in ohms. Tests may plied between the neutral and the 3 connected terminals to
also be made with the rotor stationary2l but here again, the current in one phase gives zero-sequence reactance in
they are of little use for visualization. ohms.

Zero-Sequence Reactance xo Summary

Zero-sequence currents are defined as currents which The various synchronous machine armature reactances
would flow if the 3 line terminals of a Y-connected have been discussed from a number of different viewpoints,
machine were joined and single-phase voltage applied be- each designed to enhance the physical picture: (1) linkage
tween the neutral and the terminals. Under this condition per ampere, (2) effective permeance, (3) a-c voltage per
currents will flow in the 3 armature windings and will be a-c ampere, (4) test and (5) figures illustrating the flux
of the same time phase. If such currents be impressed on paths. The foregoing discussion is summarized in table I
a synchronous machine, no space fundamental of air-gap which gives the various pertinent factors influencing each
magnetomotive force will be produced so that the motion reactance, and typical numerical values.
of the rotor is unimportant and the reactance is very small.
The 3-phase armature windings will, in general, set up a
third space harmonic of air-gap magnetomotive force Part 111. Analytical Approach to
which is stationary but pulsating. Currents will be in- Synchronous Machine Reactances
duced in closed rotor circuits opposing this harmonic mag-
netomotive force and forcing the armature flux due to it In the preceding parts a physical picture of certain ar-
into the low-permeance air-gap paths so that this reactance bitrary reactances has been built up. The uninitiated
is indeed very small. The actual value depends greatly reader is, no doubt, in a quandary as to why these particu-
on winding pitch, being a minimum at 2/3 pitch in a 3-phase lar arbitrary definitions were selected. Furthermore, he is

probably at a loss as to how to use such reactances in ac-
tual calculations of performance. It is not the purpose of

AXIS DIRECT Plus signs indicate this paper to present the whole of synchronous-machine
AXIS current entering analysis. However, the concepts of synchronous-machine

pldne of paper, reactance would be most incomplete without some idea asminus signs-current to their purpose and use. The following derivation isc I~~~~~~~eaving. Positive
electromotive force made from a most fundamental starting point and it will
in direction of posi- serve as a sound basis for proceeding with synchronous
tive current. Ar- machine analysis as well as for broadening the physical

e) {<>W/ \ (3 rows indicate posi- picture already developed. Values of the various react-
Ae1 A< rv linkageti or angle ances are obtained in terms of the self- and mutual induct-

ances of the various windings.

AXIS AXIS Fundamental Synchronous Machine Parameters

QUADRATURE It is proposed to set up the differential equations of the
AXIS _ synchronous machine in terms of the fundamental pa-

Figure 1 5. Conventions for positive angles, currents, elec- rameters of the machine, the self- and mutual inductances
tromotive forces, linkages, and rotation of the various circuits.

The self-inductance of an armature phase depends upon
the position of the rotor, being a maximum when the di-

winding. For at this pitch each slot contains coil sides of rect axis is lined up with the magnetic axis of the phase
adjacent phases carrying currents in time phase but oppo- and a minimum when the quadrature axis is in line with it.
site direction. Consequently the net air-gap magneto- The variation of the self-inductance between these 2 posi-
motive force of the slot is zero and the only flux produced tions can be calculated from design data or it may be de-
in addition to end winding leakage is the slot leakage flux termined from tests. It is found by both means that the
between the 2 conductors with opposite currents. variation in practical machines is approximately sinusoidal

If zero-sequence currents be applied, the ratio of the as shown in figure 16. Since the maximum value will ob-
phase linkage to phase current >X co1O- gives zero-se- tamn whether the pole which is before the phase is normally
quence reactance in ohms. This value divided by base north or normally south in magnetic polarity, the self-
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inductance will vary through 2 maximum values if the value. Hence, the mutual inductance between 2 phases
rotor is rotated through 360 electrical degrees. Since it also varies through 2 maximum values for a 360 degree
will have some positive value at every position of the rotation of the rotor. Experiments and calculations both
poles, it will be of the form, show that the mutual inductance also varies approximately
La = Lo + Mo cos 2 0 Lo > Mo (22) sinusoidally with 4 as shown by the test on a particularmachine in figure 17. Furthermore, experiments show
where Lo is the average and Mo the amplitude of variation that the amplitude of variation of mutual inductance in
of the phase self-inductance in henries, (Mo is not a mutual
inductance as used here). 4) is the electrical angle between
the magnetic axis of the phase and the direct axis as shown -2.C
in figure 15. This variation can be visualized by applying 0 l l l_l__ _____
the concepts of part I to figure 15 and noting how the link- ,!-'Li
age per ampere of a phase varies as the rotor moves. 3z

If 4) be measured from the axis of phase a then 22 gives z-I
the self-inductance of phase a, for at 4 = 0, La is a maxi- <
mum. Obviously, in a symmetrical machine, the self- -

3.5 0 30 60 9.0 120 150D 80ANGLE OF DIRECT AXIS FROM AXIS OF PHASE a-
ELECTRICAL DEGREES

3.C Figure 1 7. Variation oF mutual inductance between arma-

c$NP_ 2.5 ture phases a and b with position of the field

,L . _f The test points taken on the same machine as in Figure 16 are close to thecurve which shows theoretical variation for an ideal machine

l.S ANGLE OF DIRECT AXIS FROM AXIS OF PHASE a - Mab = - s + o cos (2q - 1200)0 30 60 90 120 150 180 = -1.14 + 0.796 cos (24, - 120') millihenriesANGLE OF DIRECT AXIS FROM AXIS OF PHASE a-
ELECTRICAL DEGREES

Figure 16. Variation of self-inductance of armature phase a practical machines is nearly the same as the amplitude of
with position of the field variation of self-inductance (see figures 16 and 17). Then,

The test points, taken on a 4-pole 15-kva 220-volt 1,800-rpm synchro- if M, is the average value of the mutual inductance be-
nous motor, compare favorably with the curve showing the theoretical tween phases, the same Mo used in equations 22, 23, and

variation of an ideal machine, 24 is the amplitude of pulsation of the mutual inductance.
La = Lo + Mo cos 24 = 2.36 + 0.796 cos 24 (millihenries) Hence, the mutual inductance between phases a and b is

Mat- [Ms - Mo cos 2(4, - 60)]

inductance of each phase will have the same form except Ms + Mo cos (24 - 120) Ms > Mo (25)
the maximum value will occur at a different value of 4). Likewise, the minimum absolute magnitude of the mu-
That of phase b will be a maximum when 4 = 120 electri- tual inductance between phases b and c will occur at 4 = 0
cal degrees, and
Lb = Lo + Mo cos 2( - 120) = L + Mo cos (24 + 120) (23) Mbc = -[Ms-Mo cos 2,] =-MS + Mo cos 2 (26)

Likewise, the self-inductance of phase c will be a maxi- Also
mum when 4) = -120 degrees, Mac = [M- MO cos 2(4 + 60)] =-Ms + MO cos (24 + 120)
Lc = Lo + Mo cos 2(0 + 120) = LO + Mo cos (20-120) (24) (27)
The mutual inductances between armature phases will A complete analysis would, of course, include the effect

also be functions of the rotor position. Positive currents of an arbitrary number of field circuits. However, the
are logically defined in the same relative direction in each complexity of the equations which arise obscures the physi-
of the phases as shown in figure 15. Thus, positive cur- cal picture so that in this analysis no other rotor circuits
rent in phase b tends to produce linkage in phase a in the except the main, direct-axis, field winding are assumed.
opposite direction to that produced by positive current Inspection of figure 15 shows that Md, the maximum mul-
in phase a (see figure 15). Hence, the sign of the mutual tual inductance between phase a and the main field wind-
inductance between phases a and b is negative regardless ing will exist when the direct axis is in line with the mag-
of rotor position. The absolute magnitude of this mutual netic axis of phase a, at 4) = 0, and its value will be equal
inductance will have a minimum value when the axis of but negative at 4) = 180 degrees. Test and calculation
the poles is midway between the phases (for phases a and show that it varies approximately sinusoidally between
b, at 4)b=60 degrees), and a maximum value when the rotor these limits, so
has advanced 90 degrees from the position of minimum Mad = Md COS 4, (28)
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The mutual inductance between phase b and the main viously it is a constant-the main field linkage may be ex-
field winding will have the same form but will be a maxi- pressed in terms of all currents by considering figure 15 and
mum at 4 = 120 degrees, so equations 28, 29, and 30

Mbd = Md COS (4) - 120) (29) 1d = Madia + Mbdib + Medic + LfdId

Likewise, = Md[ia Cos 4) + ibt cos (-120) + ic cos (4 + 120)] + LidId
(37a)

M,d = Md cos (4 + 120) (30)
If equations 35, 36, 37, and 37a are substituted in equations

Fundamental Synchronous Machine Equations 31 to 34, the fundamental simultaneous differential equa-tions of the synchronous machine will have been set up
The assumptions which have been made are: from Faraday's experimental law, equation 1, and measur-

able self- and mutual inductances.1. Saturation, hysteresis, and eddy currents are negligible. Theoretically, the resulting differential equations can be
2. Self- and mutual inductances vary sinusoidally as the rotor solved simultaneously for the currents with any given ap-
moves. plied voltages and motion of the rotor either in transient

On the basis of the fundamental, experimental laws of or steady state. However, if the rotor is moving, , is a
Faraday, equation 1, and Ohm, the voltage, e, impressed function of time. Consequently, when the differentia-
on an armature phase may be expressed in terms of the tions indicated in equations 31 to 34 are performed, terms
phase resistance, r, phase linkage, At and phase current i, such as the following arise,
in phase a as d F

Moib cos (2 -120) =
d dt L c

Ca -ria +-a X 10-8 d) dlbdt -2Moib sin (24 - 120) + Mo cos (24) - 120)-
d ~~~~~~dt

noting the time derivative operator, d/dt, by p,
When the resulting differential equations are combined

ea = ria + P4a X 10-8 (31) simultaneously to get a differential equation in terms of one
and for phases b and c, of the currents only, a multitude of terms, even more com-

= rib + P#lb X 10 -8 (32) plex than the one shown, arise which include functions ofeb = rib + P;b X 10-8 ( ) time-such as cose 24-as coefficients of the derivatives.
ec = ric + PVbc X 10-8* (33) The solution of these differential equations with variable
A similar equation'may be written for the main field coefficients as they stand is so difficult that it has never

been carried out in a general case, and this is the reason forwinding in terms of 3its applied voltage Ed, currentId.
linkager'~d and resistance Rd. resorting to direct and quadrature axes, namely, in order

to simplify the mathematics.
Ed = RdId + P'd X 10-8 (34) All are familiar with linear and nonlinear changes of

Before these differential equations (31 to 34) can be variables in the calculus in order to simplify integration.
solved for the currents in terms of the applied voltages it Also, the change of co-ordinate axes such as from Carte-
is necessary, of course, to express the linkages as functions sian to polar, or 3-dimensional Cartesian to spherical, etc.,
of the currents in all circuits. Thus, from the definitions are nonlinear changes of variable, and rotation or transla-
of self- and mutual inductance, equations 3 and 4, the link- tion of Cartesian reference axes are linear changes of vari-

age inphaeaiable which are commonplace. In the latter cases it is im-age in phase a iS
portant to note that the number of degrees of freedom is

a= { Laia + Mabib + Macic + MadId } 108 not reduced and the new variables are independent of each
From equations 22, 25, 27, and 28, other and related to the old ones by linear equations.

Now if someone suggested that new, independent currents,
4a = {ia[Lo + Mo cos 24)] + ib[- M, + Mo cos (24) - 120)] + flux linkages, etc., might be assumed, related to the old

ic- MS + MO cos (24) + 120)] + IdMd cos }1108 currents, flux linkages, etc., by linear equations which
would facilitate the solution; we might throw up our handsika = {Loia- Ms lib + iG] + Mo lia cos 24, + ib COS (20 - 120) + ..

i+ cos
( 120)] + idMdcos 120)+35 in horror at this unorthodox procedure if we did not realize

icos (24 + 120)] + IdMd cos 4J 108 (35) that the differential equations to be solved were really
mathematical statements which can be manipulated at

Lieie fro eqain 23 25'6 n 9 will so long as the fundamental rules of calculus, algebra,
P6b = {Loib - M[ic + ia] + Mo[is cos 24) + ia cos (24)- 120) ± etc., are not violated. Consequently, it is sensible to take

ib cos (24) + 120)] + IdMd cos (4)- 120)J 108 (36) the view that the proposed transformation is a mathemati-
cal one and as long as it is eventually possible to returnand from equations 24, 26, 27, and 30, and find the old currents, linkages, etc., it iS possible to pro-

4K = {Lsic - M[ia + 4b] + Mo[iD cos 24) + iC cos (24)- 120) + ceed with confidence.
ia cos (24) + 120)] + IdMdg cos () + 120)1 108 (37) * This method of analysis is similar to that used by Park"s except for different

sign conventions, but is not the same as that used by Parks as it avoids the use
the main fiel widn sefidcac is L,d-ob- of permeance coefficients. The sign conventions used here are thoseIfn annl wnm eIlactne1 f<o accepted in classical literature and were defined in part I.
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Assume then, that someone has suggested the following and equations 40:
new variables:

ea= ed cos eq sin ) + eo
id, 'l,d ed-direct axis current, linkage, voltage eb = ed cos ()-120 - ee sin ( 1-120 ) + eo (43)
ifq t'q, eq-quadrature axis current, linkage, voltage ec = ed cos (4 + 120e° sin (4 + 1200) + eo*
io, 4's, e0-zero axis current, linkage, voltage

Now to proceed with the change of variable. Substi-
which are linearly related to the old variables by the equa- tute equations 38 in equations 35, 36, and 37. Combine
tions, the resulting expressions for ,, ,,Pb, and {, according to

2 f ) q equations 39 to get Pd, ;q, and Vo wholly in terns of ids
id = i-la cos + ib cos (¢ - 120) + ic cos (o + 120) ti io the self- and mutual inductances and trigonometric

expressions. The algebra and trigonometry of these
= 2{i sin 4)+ i5sin4)-120)-i-i sin(4)+ 120) ( transformations are formidable but if the student has suf-

3 (38)I ficient fortitude he will find that the many multiple prod-
ucts of trigonometric functions are all reducible to single

{ia + ib + ic simple constants and he will be rewarded by the following
I very simple equations:

and 3

2'd0~{4ecO )+#5cO5(4120)+4ccO5(4+120) }\4'd = )Md Id + (Lo + Ms + M) id} 10 (44)Vld - 4a COfac ++1,cos(sb-120)+ 4ccos (q5 + 120)l
3 ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ /3

2 4) 3qg = Lo+ Ms - MO) is 108 (45)e= -3 14'a sin 4+ 4'b sin (4-120) +#c sin (4 + 120) } K(39) = \2MiJ
0 = {(Lo - 2Ms)io}108 (46)

3=3 { ±+ b + 4} These expressions are relations between the new vari-
and ables, linkages, and currents, in the direct, quadrature, and

zero axes. Note that each equation contains only vari-
2 f ) ables in the same axis. Mathematically this means thated- ea COS 4 + eb cos (q5-120) + e, cos (4 + 120)3 fJ the choice of new variables has been particularly appro-

priate and that the equations will be relatively simple to
eq = - ea sin 4 + eb sin (4) - 120) + e, sin (4 + 120) (40) solve in terms of the new variables.3

) Now each equation physically is a relation between cur-
rents and linkage and the factors of proportionality areeo= 3 l ea + eb + e} constants. Consequently it requires only a little imagina-
tion to see that the bracketed constants of proportionalityActually these new variables were conceived and de- are really equivalent inductances in the new system ofveloedby eineers'2'345 by virtue of their very thor- variables. Furthermore, it is natural to suspect that the

ough and complete "physical picture" of the phenomena. constant of proportionality in equation 44 is the inductance
For the present purpose, the physical picture and the corresponding to direct synchronous reactance Xd, that of
physical reasoning back of the selection of such a set of equation 45 to x., and that of equation 46 to xo- Thattransformations will be discussed after the results are ob- this is true can be proved quickly by applying the condi-
tained. tions defining these reactances in part II to equation 35,

If the proposed change of variables enables solution of and finding the linkage in phase a, *a per unit current in
the equations, the actual physical phase currents, linkages, phase a, i,. Either of the other phases might be used.
voltages, etc., can then finally be obtained from the follow-
ing expressions for the phase quantities in terms of the new
variables. Thus, solving simultaneously equations 38: Direct Synchronous Reactance Xd
ia = id COS 4 iq sin 4 + io ] The conditions specified are:
b = id COS 120)- iq sin (4 - 120) + io (41)

do +2 qs41. Positive-sequence steady-state currents applied to the armature
ic = id COS ( + 120) - I sin (,, + 120) + in

= X cos c&'t
and equations 39:

4b = i COS (wi - 120)
{Pa = 'Pd :os 4jS'Pq sin 4) + 'P0 i = icos (ot +120) | (46a)
's[t=PCOS(4)-120)-'Pqsin()-i120)+'{c (42) andl
Pc='Pdcos(4++120)-'Pqsin(4)+120)+'P 00J........
* A hint to the student in solving, say,i equations 40 to obtain equations 43 is
to multiply the first one of equations 40 by cos 5b, the second by - sine rb and 2. Field circuit open,
add. The trigonometric coefficients of cb and cc can be shown to be zero,
that of ea unity which gives a ready solution for Ca in terms of Cd, e0, and eo
Similar operations yield ej, and CG. Id0
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3. Field rotated at constant synchronous speed so that the direct Equation 35 becomes,
axis is in line with the axis of the armature magnetomotive-force
wave, = {icos cot [Lo- 2M] + Moicos cot [cos4, + cos(4 - 120) +

0 = ct cos (4, + 120) 11108
Substitute these conditions in equation 35. The last term is obviously zero regardless of how X varies,

= {i cos wt (Lo + M,) + Moi [cos cot cos 2cot + cos (wt -120) X so
cos (2cot - 120) + cos (wt + 120) cos (2cot + 120)1 10t ,a ={[Lo - 2Ms]Ji cOscot 108

which, upon trigonometric reduction becomes and

{/a = [(Lo + Mh +- Mo icos cot] o0sO = (Lo - 2M8)co (49)

/ 3 \ Equations 44, 45, and 46 then become,
Lo + Ms + Mo Xiax 108

and as defined, Xd in ohms is the armature linkage per [ + 1
armature ampere times w 10- so = X

Xd = 7a ) 10-8 =(Lo M8lf + 2
Mo) Xo (47'

1S
(50)

;°= X 108
co

Quadrature Synchronous Reactance xq
The conditions specified are: Machine Equations in the Direct,

Quadrature, and Zero Axes
1 and 2 are the same as under xd.
3. Field rotated at constant speed so that the quadrature axis is
in line with the axis of the armature magnetomotive-force wave, Before deriving an expression for Xd' the machine equa-

tions in terms of the direct-, quadrature-, and zero-axis
quantities will be determined. They will then be em-

Then equation 35 becomes ployed to obtain Xd' to illustrate the use of these equations
rather than using the method just applied to get Xd, Xq,
and xo. The following derivation was given by Park6 with

cos (cot - 120) cos {2(cot - 90) - 120} + different sign conventions. Combining the fundamental
(cot + 120) cos {2 (cot - 90) + 120}]} 108 phase voltage equations 31, 32, and 33 with the definition

of ed, equation 40,= {icos wt (Lo + M,) - Moi[cos otcos2wt + cos(cwt - 120)
cos (2ct - 120) + cos (wt + 120) cos (2cot + 120)] 1 108 2

0-8
ed = - cof(i )aX1+icos (-12)

which, by comparison with the previous example is c
/ 3 \ (rib + Pb>X 10-8) + cos (4 + 120)(ri0 + P4, X10xl

Aa== Lo +-M -- Mo) i cos cot X 108

and and the definition of id, equation 38, allows a reduction to

xq = (Lo + Ms - Mo) w (48) ed = rid + 3 { COs q5PVa + cos (4 - 120) P4b +

cos (,0 + 120)pVc X 10-8 (S1)
Zero-Sequence Reactance xo +

The conditions specified are: The bracketed term is unfamiliar; however, differentiate
{d, equation 39,1. Zero-sequence, steady-state currents applied to the armature,

ia= tb = ic= icos cot 2
f

P'P 3 cos4,pP0 -+ cos(4, - 120) P'P +* cos (4 + 120)p'P,,
2. Effect of field circuits, nlegligible,J

Id~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~{0 (P,,, sin4 ++Pb sin (4-120) +'P6csin(,+ 120) } 4, (32)
3. MIotion of the rotor immaterial as will be evident,

4, =4, The first bracketed term of this expression is identical with
* The sign is negative because the usual convention is to designate the interpola:r the bracketed term in equation 51. However, the last
space ahead of the poles as the quadrature axis. This is explicitly required by baktdtr neuto 2i,boprsnwth
the signs in equations 38, 39, and 40. baktdtr neuto 2l,b oprsnwt h
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definition of 'k, equation 39, {pO. Therefore the brack- Then, equation 54 gives /d in terms of id
eted expression in equation 51 is 1

Xd 3 Mr id 108 (56)
PVd- 4qPp5 L 2 Lfd J

and Since , = = = = 0, equations 41 and 42 show that
ed = rid + (P+d - #qPO) 10 -8a {d

By similar substitutions Park6 shows that ia id
eq = riq + (PPq + 0P0)10-8 (53) Therefore, the armature linkage per armature ampere
and under this condition is

I 4d Xd 3~~~~
10

F 3rM2loeO=riO+ H'o0 X 10- J ,d[__X _ _]j 108 = [Lo + M, + -Mo - - - 10O
Now, 4Pd, V1q, and /o are known in terms of currents Id 2 Lfd 2 2 Lfd

and measurable reactances, equations 50. Consequently, and the direct transient reactance is
equations 50, 53, and 34 may be used to solve for id, iq, io,
and Id if the applied voltages ed, e,l eo, and Ed are known, ' - { 0-8 + Ms + -_ _Md
and the motion of the rotor is known. The phase cur- La 2 2 Lydlrents may then be obtained from equations 41. This is 3 Md2 ((57
one of the first steps in a complete method of synchronous 2Xd L
machine analysis as given by Park.6

The similarity between the expression for xd' and the
Direct Transient Reactance Xd' short-circuit transformer leakage reactance equation 19 is

striking.

The conditions used to define direct transient reactance M'2
were: = L- (19)
1. Positive-phase-sequence currents suddenly applied to the The analogy is obvious. Recall, for instance that the
armature, expressions for which are given in equation 46a.
2. Field circuit closed, not excited. By the constant linkage law physical argument usedin part II in discussing xd' which

was based on short-circuit transformer phenomena. The
*d = 0 presence of the 3/2 may be physically explained on the

3. Field rotated at constant speed so that the direct axis is in line basis that all 3 phase currents contribute to the armature
with the peak of newly established armature magnetomotive-force magnetomotive force attempting to establish flux in the
wave. field, whereas in the transformer only one -primary coil was

=0 excited, however, space does not permit going through this
interesting physical argument. Nevertheless, it is strongly

If conditions I and 3 be put in equation 38, the direct-, recommended that the student make thoroughgoing physi-
quadrature-, and zero-axis currents as functions of time are cal explanations of the presence of the various terms in
found to be the-equations for Xd, Xq, xo, and x,'. Such a task will both

require and greatly enhance the physical picture of the
=d- ^ synchronous machine.

i= 0

= 0 Per-Unit Quantities
Comparison of equation 50 with condition 1 shows that In previous literature, mathematical developments such

=[rMdId +-lX10d (54) as given here have been carried out in the per-unit systemLd Mdld
*co even in literal form. In more complete derivations such

= 0 procedure has advantage in the resulting simplicity of
equations. However, for one not thoroughly familiar

0°=° with the per-unit system, the nonhomogeneous appearance
Comparing equation 37a with id in equation 38 shows that of equations is confusing. Consequently, in this educa-

tional paper, the derivations have been presented in classi-
= L,dld + - Mdid (55) cal notation, it biginadvisable to present 2 new view-2 ~~~~~~~~~~points simultaneously. All equations in part III can be

converted to equations in a consistent per-unit systemwhich gives a ready solution for Id on application of con- sml yoitn l ',18s n 08s
dition 2, thus sml yoitn l o,18s n 08s' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~Themajor value of the per-unit system lies in numerical
Id= wdi 1ork. If one has solved a problem for a typical machine2 Lf4 in per unit, the results apply to any size or rating of ma-
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chine with similar per-unit parameters. Furthermore, the axis is always in line with the direct axis, but extraordinary
numbers in a per-unit calculation are of convenient size to the extent that its coil sides have an instantaneous ve-
and the engineer can check their approximate values from locity relative to the field poles of pO. Study will show
experience and physical reasoning, thus reducing the that this is equivalent to a commutated winding like, for
chance for error. instance, the armature winding of a d-c motor when

viewed from the field poles. Furthermore, the motional
Physical Picture voltage cannot be attributed to a velocity through flux for

the flux is produced by the combined action of the moving
The final phase of the physical picture, which this paper field poles and stationary armature conductors.

attempts to build up, may now be developed from equa- Obviously the physical picture of the fictitious quadra-
tions 53. We seek a concept of the fictitious direct-, ture-axis winding is identical with that for the direct axis,
quadrature-, and zero-axis windings which give rise to the except for location. The term 41rpc appears with a posi-
rather unusual equations 53. The equations are unusual tive sign since positive direct-axis linkage is "behind" the
because of the presence of the i,Ppo and IdP' terms, the quadrature axis.
like of which do not occur in equations for the electromo- The physical picture of a zero-axis winding is unimpor-
tive force in a circuit fixed in the observer's initial system. tant. It may be a 3-phase winding, stationary on the ar-

Let us as observers, reside upon the rotating field struc- mature, connected as described in part II under "Zero-
ture and attempt to visualize the phenomena experienced Sequence Reactance."
in the direct axis. The armature phase currents, assumed
to be positive phase sequence for this visualization, will
produce a rotating sinusoidal magnetomotive-force wave Summary and Recommendation to Students
which may be resolved into 2 space sinusoidal components,
one in line with the direct axis, the other with the quadra- It is important to recall that the references, mentioned
ture axis. The absolute and relative magnitudes of the in the introduction and throughout the paper, furnish the
components may, of course, vary with time. Now visual- basis for this paper. Part I is a presentation of the funda-
ize a winding opposite the direct axis and rotating with it mental concepts of inductance such as has been developed
which has the same resistance as an armature phase, r. and clarified in the advanced course in engineering14 of the
If this winding carried a current id it would produce a General Electric Company by many lecturers. Part II
magnetomotive force in the direct axis, and id might be includes the viewpoints presented by Shildneck,"2 some of
such a function of time that its magnetomotive force was the tests given by Park and Robertson,9 and some ideas
always equal to the direct axis component of the magneto- not heretofore published. Part III incorporates methods
motive force produced by phase currents. For instance, similar to those used by Park,'3 but with considerable
if steady-state, positive-sequence armature currents flowed, emphasis on the physical picture.
id would be direct current, producing a constant magneto- This paper has been written specifically to bridge the
motive force in the direct axis. The voltage equation of gap existing between collegiate study and current syn-
such a fictitious winding would be, by Faraday's and Ohm's chronous-machine literature. Hence, it is appropriate to
laws, suggest a program to the student for further study leading
ed = rid + P4d x 10-' to the actual analysis. The program suggested is essen-

tially that which has been used in the B-class, electrical
for {d iS the component of armature linkage opposite the engineering section of the advanced course in engineering
direct axis. But, this physical picture is not complete be- in training graduates, one year out of college. A knowl-
cause of the absence of 'pqP. The reason is that we have edge of differential equations such as given by Doherty and
attempted to replace a symmetrical series of armature Keller" is necessary, and a knowledge of operational
windings moving past the field pole and relative to the ob- calculus'5 is desirable before proceeding far in the program.
server with a velocity po4 by one ordinary winding sta- 1. Reference 1 gives the theoretical proof of validity
tionary with respect to the field poles. Now note that of direct- and quadrature-axis representation and a study
the sides of the fictitious direct-axis winding lie in the of it gives an excellent physical picture of the actual fluxes,
quadrature axis and in a flux density proportional to {,. linkages, currents, etc., in the machine.
If these sides of the winding are imagined to have an in- 2. The student may then proceed directly to refer-
stantaneous velocity po relative to the poles and the ob- ences 5 and 6 and study and use, the complete, powerful,
server, then they would have a motional electromotive analytical methods presented by Park therein. These
force induced due to motion relative to the observer pro- references are extremely concise and considerable thinking
portional to 4,QP4, and, if the fictitious winding is chosen will be required of the student to follow the analysis and
properly and P,6 is positive ahead of the poles, equal to extend it to new problems. However, the more thinking
-{qpc1. The resulting equation would then be required the better will be his ultimate understanding.

ed = rid + (P;d_fgp+)l0-8 Either sign conventions may be employed. Those used ined = rid + (P~~~~~~&d - ~this paper probably agree with the students' previous train-
The complete physical picture of the fictitious direct-axis ing.
winding is, then, a winding, similar to an armature phase, 3. Concurrently with the study just recommended ref-
mnoving with the speed of the poles so that its magnetic erences 7, 8, and 9 should be used to extend the students'
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knowledge of reactances and references 2, 3, and 4 should Mo = amplitude of variation of phase self-inductance and of mutual
be studied when working any of the specific types of prob- inductance between phases, henriesMd = mutual inductance between the armature and the direct-axislems therein, to aid in forming a very clear, complete physi- main-field winding, henries
cal picture of the phenomena; a very important phase. Ms = average value of mutual inductance between phases, henries

4. Having mastered the preceding ideas and methods, k = angle between the direct axis and the axis of phase a
the student should be able to solve a large number of syn- w = rated angular frequency = 2xrf radians per second
chronous machine problems, granting sufficient engineer- f = rated frequency, cycles per second

= time, secondsing and mathematical ingenuity and available time, on the t d
assumption of no saturation, hysteresis, or eddy currents. P = time derivative operator = -

dtThen he may proceed with the more recent literature on (p = permeance
the extensions of the theory and its associated reactances. x, = armature leakage reactance

It should not be inferred from this paper that synchro- Xd = direct synchronous reactance
nous-machine problems are all of standard type, and solv- xq = quadrature synchronous reactance
ablebystandard methods. Quite to the contxary, new Xd' = direct transient reactance

Xd' = direct subtransient reactanceproblems are arising all of the time which require analysis xqI = quadrature transient reactance
directly from fundamentals. For example, a few such x " = quadrature subtransient reactance
problems which have become important recently are: X2 = negative-sequence reactance

xo = zero-sequence reactance
1. The effects of saturation on both steady-state and transient
performance. In some cases the effect of saturation is even more
pronounced than the effect of saliency. References
2. The effects of eddy currents in the solid cylindrical rotor of
turbine generators during transient conditions, mentioned in part II. 1. SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES I AND II, R. E. Doherty and C. A. Nickle. AIEE

TRANSACTIONS, volume 45, 1926, pages 912-47.
3. Analysis of phenomena contingent to internal faults in the 2. SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES 11I, TORQUE ANGLE CHARACTERISTICS UNDER
machine. This problem involves analysis with nonsymmetrical TRANSIENT CONDITIONS, R. E. Doherty and C. A. Nickle. AIEE TRANS-
windings; additional complications arise due to dissymmetry, not ACTIONS, volume 46, 1927, pages 1-18.
only between phases but between the various pairs of poles on the 3. SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES IV, SINGLE PHASE PHENOME}NA IN 3 PHAsEMACHINES, R. E. Doherty and C. A. Nickle. AIEE TRANSACTIONS, volumearmature and field. 47, April 1928, pages 457-92.

-4. Determination of reactances and perfotrmance of large double- 4. SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES V, THR13EE PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT, R. E. Doherty
winding generators. and C. A. Nickle. ATEE TRANSACTIONS, volume 49, April 1930, pages 700-14.

5. DEFINITION OF AN IDEAL SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE AND FORMULA FOR THE
5- Determination of performance with external capacitance. This ARMATURE FLUX LINKAGES, R. H. Park. General Electric Review, volume 31,

problem requires an extension of the 2-reaction theory such as given 6.2TWpReA T ON M S GE
20 6. TWO-REACTION T}IEORY OF SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES, PART 1, GENRRALIZEDby Crary. METHOD OF ANALYSIS, R. H. Park. AIEE TRANSACTIONS, volume 48, July

1929, pages 716-30.
As such novel problems are frequently of great conse- 7. GRAPHICAL DETERMINATION OF MAGNETIC FIELDS, PRACTICAL APPLICA-

qe eaNssary for TIE TO SALIENT-POLE SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE DESIGNS, R. W. Wieseman.quenceandaecours to fudamentls is ecessay for AIEE TRANISACTIONS, volume 46, 1927, pages 141-54.
their solution, the paramount importance of a thorough 8. CALCULATION OF THE ARMATURE REACTANCE OF SYNCHRONOUS MACMINES,
knowledge of the fundamentals and their associated physi- P. L. Alger. AIEE TRANSACTIONS, volume 47, April 1928, pages 493-513.
cal picture cannot be overemphasized. 9. THE REACTANCES OF SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES, R. H. Park and B. L.Robertson. AIEE TRANSACTIONS, volume 47, April 1928, pages 514-36.

10. CALCULATION OF SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE CONSTANTS-RXACTANCES AND
TIME CONSTANTS AFFECTING TRANSIENT CHARACTERISTICS, L. A. Kilgore.

Nomenclature AIEE TRANSACTIONS, volume 50, December 1931, pages 1201-14.
11. DETERMINATION OF SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE CONSTANTS BY TEST-
REACTANCES, RESISTANCES, AND TIME CONSTANTS, S. H. Wright. AIEE
TRANSACTIONS, volume 50, December 1931, pages 1331-51.

Subscripts 12. SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE REACTANCES, A FUNDAMENTAL AND PHYSICAL
VIEWPOINT, L. P. Shildneck. General Electric Review, volume 35, November
1932, pages 560-65.

a, b, and c refer to armature phases a, b, and c of a machine. 13. AN ANALYSIS OF SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES, C. A. Nickle and R. H. Park,d, q, and 0 refer to direct-, quadrature-, and zero-axis quantities. edited by J. M. Bryant. A book mimeographed by the General Electric Com-
pany for the advanced course in engineering, 1930, out of print.
14. AN ADVANCED COURSE IN ENGINEERING, A. R. Stevenson, Jr., and AlanNotation Howard. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (AIEE TRANSACTIONS), volume 54,
March 1935, pages 265-8.

i = current, amperes 15. MATHEMATICS OF MODERN ENGINEERING (a book), R. E. Doherty and
Id direct-axis main.field-winding current, amperes

E. G. Keller. Volume I. John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y., 1936.Id -direct-axis main-field-winding current, amperes'
e = electromotive force volts ~~16. SYMMETRICAL C:OMPONENTS-AS APPLIED TO THE ANAL.YSIS OF UNBAL-

' ~~~~~~~~~~~ANCE:DELEC2TRIC CIRCUITS (a book), C. F. Wagner and R. D. Evans. 1933,Ed = direct-axis main-field-winding electromotive force, volts McGraw-Hill.
= flux linkage, lines times turns 17. A SIMPLIFIED MEBTHOD OF ANALYZING SHORT CIRCUIT PROBLEMS, R. E

td= direct-axis main-field-winding linkage, lines times turns Doherty. AIEE TRANSACTIONS, volume 42, 1923, PageS 841-49.
L = self-inductance, henries 18. SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE WITH SOLrD CYINDRICAL ROTOR, C. Concordia
Lo= avrerage value of phase self-inductance, henries and H. Poritsky. ELECTRICAL ENG;INEERING, January 1937, pages 49-58.

Ltrd =direct-axis main-field-winding self-inductance, henries 19. INTRODUCTION TO THEORETICAL PHYSICS (a book), Leigh Page. Second
'cc = open-circuit leakage inductance, henries edtin D. Va'otad95
IG=short-circuit leakage inductance, henries 20. TWO-REACTION THEORY OF SYNCH1RONOUS MACHINE3S, S. B. Crary .'sc~~~~~~~~~~~~ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, January 1937, pages 27-31.

'B = bucking leakage inductance, henries
21. TEST CODE FOR SYNCHIRONOUS MACHINES, PRE;LIMINARY REPORT. AIEEM = mutual inductance, henries Standards, January 1937.
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